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Simple photonics-based system for Doppler
frequency shift and angle of arrival
measurement
CHONGJIA HUANG, HAO CHEN, AND ERWIN H. W. CHAN*

College of Engineering, IT and Environment, Charles Darwin University, Darwin NT 0909, Australia
*erwin.chan@cdu.edu.au

Abstract: A novel photonic approach for simultaneously measuring both the Doppler frequency
shift (DFS) and the angle of arrival (AOA) of a microwave signal in a radar system is presented.
It has the same structure as a fiber optic link consisting of a laser, an optical modulator and a
photodetector. The incoming microwave signal and a reference signal are applied to the optical
modulator. Beating of the echo and reference signal sidebands at the photodetector generates a
low-frequency electrical signal. The DFS and the AOA can be determined from the frequency
and the power of the low-frequency electrical signal measured on an electrical spectrum analyzer.
The system has a very simple structure and is low-cost. It has a wide operating frequency range
and a robust performance. Experimental results demonstrate a DFS measurement at around 15
GHz with errors of less than ±0.2 Hz, and a 0° to 90° AOA measurement with less than ±1°
errors.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Radars are widely used in both civil and defense systems. It emits an electromagnetic wave and
listens to the echo reflected by an object. The echo provides information such as the speed, the
moving direction, the location and the distance of an object relative to the radar antenna, for the
subsequent stage to take an appropriate action. A number of radars such as automotive radars
[1] and tracking radars [2] require simultaneously measuring the object speed and location. In
a tracking radar, the angle of arrival (AOA) of an echo signal needs to be determined in order
to adjust the radar beam pointing direction to keep the object centered in the beam. Of course,
the object velocity needs to be measured as well in order to predict the object future position.
The object velocity is commonly obtained from the Doppler frequency shift (DFS), which is the
frequency difference between the echo signal and the transmitted signal emitted by the radar, and
is given by [2]

fDFS = fe − ft =
2νft cos φ

c
(1)

where fe and ft are the frequency of the echo and transmitted signal respectively, ν is the absolute
velocity of the object, c is the speed of light in vacuum and φ is the elevation angle of the radar
antenna. Note that the object moving direction can also be found from the DFS. That is a positive
(or negative) DFS indicates that the object is moving toward to (or away from) a radar.

Recently several photonic approaches for measuring the DFS and the AOA of a microwave
signal have been reported. This is because photonics has the advantages of wide instantaneous
bandwidth, low loss, lightweight and high immunity to electromagnetic interference [3,4]. It has
the potential to overcome limitations in electronics approaches. Additionally, in many systems,
the signal is already in the optical domain for transmission and processing, hence it is sensible
to perform measurement in the optical domain. A photonics-based DFS measurement system
is normally implemented using a photonic mixing approach. In this case, a portion of the
transmitted signal together with an echo signal are applied to one or more optical modulators.
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The DFS can be found from the frequency and phase of the system output electrical signals
[5–9]. The AOA of an incoming microwave signal can be estimated based on the time or phase
difference of the signal received by two antennas. Again, a photonic mixing approach can be used
to down convert the incoming microwave signal into a low-frequency intermediate frequency (IF)
signal so that the phase difference can be measured by an electrical phase detector [10]. Change
in the phase difference of the signal received by two antennas can be converted into change in
the system output amplitude, which can be measured by using an optical or electrical power
meter [11–13], or a multimeter [14]. Recently reported photonics-based AOA measurement
systems have a wide AOA measurement range of 165° [15] and the ability to measure the AOA
of both a single tone signal and a broadband signal [16]. Since both the DFS and the AOA of an
echo signal are required to determine an object velocity and its location, it is highly desirable
to have a single photonic system that can accurately acquire these two pieces of information.
However, until now, only two photonics-based structures have been reported for measuring DFS
and AOA of a microwave signal. One structure is based on an optical phase modulator and a
dual-polarization modulator connected in series, which are driven by the transmitted and echo
signal, respectively [17]. It requires optical filtering for removing one sideband and fiber length
matching between a polarization beam splitter and two photodetectors. Furthermore, an electrical
spectrum analyzer (ESA) and an oscilloscope are required to obtain the frequency and the phase
difference of the output electrical signals for DFS and AOA measurements. This increases the
system complexity and cost. The other structure for DFS and AOA measurement is very complex
as it involves a dual-polarization modulator and a Mach Zehnder modulator (MZM) connected in
parallel, followed by two optical bandpass filters, an optical hybrid and four balanced detectors
[1]. The performance of the two reported DFS and AOA measurement systems are also sensitive
to change in the laser source wavelength and the optical signal polarization state.

The objective of this paper is to present and experimentally demonstrate a new photonics-based
system for simultaneous DFS and AOA measurement. It is based on a fiber optic link with a
reference signal and an echo signal applied to an optical modulator. The DFS and the AOA of an
incoming microwave signal can be determined from the frequency and the power of the system
output electrical signal measured on a low-frequency ESA. The system does not require any
optical component other than a laser, an optical modulator and a photodetector in a conventional
fibre optic link. It is very simple, low cost and highly mobile, which is suitable to be used in
defense applications [18].

2. Topology and operation principle

The proposed DFS and AOA measurement system is depicted in Fig. 1. Continuous wave (CW)
light from a laser source is launched into a dual-parallel dual-drive Mach Zehnder modulator
(DP-DDMZM). The DP-DDMZM is formed by two DDMZMs in the two arms of a main MZM.
An echo signal reflected by a moving object is received by two antennas, which are connected to
the two input RF ports of the top DDMZM (DDMZM1) inside the DP-DDMZM. The bottom
DDMZM (DDMZM2) is driven by a reference signal. The frequency of the reference signal
should be larger than the sum of the transmitted signal frequency and twice the absolute value of
the maximum possible DFS. In most applications, the DFS is within ±1 MHz [6]. Therefore,
the reference signal frequency is chosen to be the transmitted signal frequency plus 2 MHz.
The two DDMZMs and the main MZM are biased at the null point. Figure 2 shows the optical
spectrum at the output of the two DDMZMs and the DP-DDMZM. It can be seen from the figure
that the DP-DDMZM output consists of a residual optical carrier and two pairs of first order
sidebands at fc±fr and fc±fe where fc and fr are the optical carrier frequency and the reference
signal frequency, respectively. The amplitude of the echo signal sidebands at fc±fe is dependent
on the phase difference of the echo signal into the two input RF ports of DDMZM1. The output
of the DP-DDMZM is detected by a photodetector. This produces a photocurrent at fr-fe, which
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is between 1 MHz and 3 MHz for most applications. The frequency and the power of the output
frequency component at fr-fe can be measured by a low-frequency ESA.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the DP-DDMZM based DFS and AOA measurement system.
τ is the time delay, c is the speed of light in vacuum, ϕ is the AOA of the echo signal, d is the
antenna separation, and Vb1, Vb2 and Vb3 are the three bias voltages of the DP-DDMZM.

Fig. 2. Optical spectrum at the output of (a) DDMZM1, (b) DDMZM2 and (c) the
DP-DDMZM.

Figure 3 shows a low-frequency component at fr-fe, which is referred to as an info peak, at the
system output electrical spectrum. When an object is moving toward to the radar receiver, the
frequency of the echo signal is higher than that of the transmitted signal, i.e. a positive DFS. In
this case, fr-fe is less than 2 MHz and hence the info peak is located on the left of 2 MHz. When
the object is moving away from the radar receiver, a negative DFS is obtained and fr-fe is larger
than 2 MHz. Hence, the info peak is located on the right of 2 MHz. Since fr=ft+2 MHz, the DFS
is 2 MHz minus the info peak frequency finf . Once the DFS has been measured, the velocity of
the object can be obtained from Eq. (1) and is given by

ν =
(2MHz − finf)c

2ft cos φ
(2)

The power of the info peak, which is dependent on the echo signal sideband amplitude, can be
used to determine the AOA of the echo signal.
The proposed DFS and AOA measurement system has a very simple structure. Furthermore,

unlike the system presented in [1], [17], there are no optical filtering and no length matching
required in the proposed system. Moreover, only a low-frequency ESA is needed to determine
both the DFS and the AOA whereas an ESA and an oscilloscope are required in the reported
structures. Hence, the DP-DDMZM based DFS and AOA measurement system is low cost, and
has a wide operating frequency range and a robust performance, which are required for use in a
defense system [18].
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Fig. 3. System output electrical spectrum when an object is moving (a) toward to and (b)
away from the radar antenna.

3. Analysis and simulation results

With reference to Fig. 1, the echo signal received by the two antennas connected to the two input
RF ports of DDMZM1 have a phase difference θ. The electric field at the output of DDMZM1 is
given by

Eout1(t) =
Ein
√tff

2
√
2

ej2πfct

J1(me)ej2πfet(1 − ejθ ) − J1(me)e−j2πfet(1 − e−jθ )

+J2(me)ej4πfet(1 − ej2θ ) + J2(me)e−j4πfet(1 − e−j2θ )

 (3)

where Ein is the electric field amplitude of the light into the DP-DDMZM, tff is the insertion loss
of the DDMZM, Jn(m) is the Bessel function of nth order of the first kind, me=πVe/Vπ is the
modulation index, Ve is the voltage of the echo signal into the DDMZM and Vπ is the DDMZM
switching voltage. A reference signal is applied to an input RF port of DDMZM2. The electric
field at the output of DDMZM2 is given by

Eout2(t) =
Ein
√tff

2
√
2

ej2πfct

1 − J0(mr) + J1(mr)e−j2πfr t − J1(mr)ej2πfr t

−J2(mr)e−j4πfr t − J2(mr)ej4πfr t

 (4)

where mr=πVr/Vπ is the modulation index and Vr is the voltage of the reference signal into
DDMZM2. ThemainMZM in theDP-DDMZM is biased at the null point. Hence theDP-DDMZM
output electric field can be written as

Eout(t) =
Ein
√tff
4

ej2πfct


−1 + J0(mr) + J1(me)ej2πfet(1 − ejθ ) − J1(me)e−j2πfet(1 − e−jθ )

+J2(me)ej4πfet(1 − ej2θ ) + J2(me)e−j4πfet(1 − e−j2θ )

+J1(mr)ej2πfr t − J1(mr)e−j2πfr t + J2(mr)ej4πfr t + J2(mr)e−j4πfr t


(5)

The output optical signal is detected by the photodetector, which generates a photocurrent. The
amplitude of the photocurrent at the frequency of fr-fe can be obtained from Eq. (5) and is given
by

Ifr−fe = <
Pin

4
tff J1(mr)J1(me)

√
2[1 − cos(θ)] (6)

where< is the photodetector responsivity and Pin is the CW light power into the DP-DDMZM.
The electrical power at the frequency of fr-fe, i.e. the info peak power, can be obtained from
Eq. (6) and is given by

Pfr−fe =
Pin

2

16
tff 2<2J12(mr)J12(me)Ro[1 − cos(θ)] (7)

where Ro is the photodetector load resistance. Equation (7) shows the power of the info peak is
dependent on the phase difference of the echo signal into the two input RF ports of DDMZM1.
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Hence the AOA of the echo signal can be obtained from the info peak power. Note that the info
peak power is also dependent on the reference and echo signal modulation index, i.e. mr and
me. A large reference signal modulation index results in a high info peak signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). However, from Eq. (5), a large reference signal modulation index results in less optical
carrier suppression. Simulation results show a reference signal modulation index of less than 0.5
is needed to ensure the optical carrier is more than 12 dB below the first order reference signal
sidebands. Unlike the reference signal modulation index, the echo signal modulation index,
which is determined by the voltage of the echo signal received by the antenna into DDMZM1, is
unknown. The echo signal voltage needs to be measured in order to determine the echo signal
phase difference from the info peak power. Alternatively, a calibration process, as was described
in [12,13], is needed to remove the echo signal voltage dependence in the info peak power.
The normalized power of the info peak as a function of the echo signal phase difference is

plotted in Fig. 4(a). It can be seen from the figure that there is a one-to-one mapping between
info peak power and the echo signal phase difference. Hence, the AOA of the echo signal can be
obtained from the system output normalized info peak power. The figure also shows, for a small
echo signal phase difference of less than 4°, the info peak has more than 30 dB power reduction
compared to that when the echo signal phase difference is 180°. This results in more than 30 dB
degradation in the SNR performance. The system parameters such as the laser source power and
the reference signal modulation index need to be designed to ensure the info peak displayed on
the ESA is well above the system noise floor even for a small echo signal phase difference. Note
that commercial microwave signal generators have the ability to generate multiple tones in one
unit. Hence both the transmitted and reference signals can be produced by a single microwave
signal generator. This not only reduces the system cost but also eliminates the effect of the
reference signal frequency variation on the DFS measurement because both the transmitted and
reference signals share a common internal 10MHz time base. Simulation results show there is
less than 0.03 dB change in the info peak power for a 0.1 dB reference signal power variation.
Hence the reference signal power stability has only little effect on the AOA measurement.

Fig. 4. (a) Normalized info peak power versus the echo signal phase difference. (b) Ratio
of the info peak power and the unwanted frequency component power for 0.05 (solid), 0.1
(dashed) and 0.2 (dotted) echo signal modulation index. The reference signal modulation
index is 0.5.

Note that beating of the second order echo and reference signal sidebands at the photodetector
generates an unwanted frequency component at 2(fr-fe), which is close to the info peak. This could
result in identifying a non-existing object. The power of this unwanted frequency component can
be obtained from Eq. (5). It is given by

P2(fr−fe) =
Pin

2

16
tff 2<2J22(mr)J22(me)Ro[1 − cos(2θ)] (8)
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Figure 4(b) shows the ratio of the info peak power to the unwanted frequency component power
is more than 38 dB over the full 0° to 180° echo signal phase difference range when the echo
signal modulation index is less than 0.2. Therefore, a frequency component at the system output
spectrum can be neglected if it is located at twice the info peak frequency and has a power of
more than 38 dB below the info peak.

4. Experimental results

The new DFS and AOA measurement system was set up experimentally as shown in Fig. 5. CW
light with 12 dBm optical power from a 1550 nm narrow-linewidth laser (Santec WSL-100) was
launched into a DP-DDMZM (Sumitomo T.SBZH1.5-20PD-ADC). An echo signal having a
frequency of 15 GHz+ 300 kHz from a microwave signal generator (Keysight N5173B) was
equally split into two via a power splitter. Each of the two echo signals passed through an
electrical phase shifter, which introduced a phase difference between the two signals to emulate
an echo signal AOA, followed by an electrical variable attenuator and a 180° hybrid coupler
before being applied to the two input RF ports of a DDMZM inside the DP-DDMZM. The use of
the 90° and 180° hybrid couplers in the experimental setup shown in Fig. 5 enables the phase
difference of the echo signals into the optical modulator to be accurately monitored on a network
analyser, while measuring the info peak power at the system output. The electrical phase shifters,
variable attenuators, hybrid couplers and power splitter shown in Fig. 5 are not required for the
proposed system operating in practice. The other DDMZM inside the DP-DDMZM was driven
by a reference signal with a frequency of 15 GHz+ 2 MHz from a microwave signal generator
(Analog Devices HMC-T2220). The switching voltage of the DDMZM was measured to be
3.2 V at 15 GHz. The power of the echo and reference signal into the two DDMZMs were -18
dBm and 2.6 dBm, respectively. Hence the modulation index of DDMZM1 and DDMZM2 were
0.04 and 0.42, respectively. The two DDMZMs and the main MZM in the DP-DDMZM were
biased at the null point. The optical carrier at the output of the DP-DDMZM was more than
9 dB below the first order reference signal sidebands. The DP-DDMZM output optical signal
was amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (Amonics AEDFA-PA-35-B-FA), which was
followed by a 0.5 nm 3-dB bandwidth tunable optical filter (Santec OTF-320) for suppressing the
amplified spontaneous emission noise. The output optical signal was detected by a photodetector
(Discovery Semiconductors DSC30S) whose output was connected to an ESA (Keysight N9000A)
to measure the frequency and the power of the info peak.
Figure 6 depicts the system output electrical spectrum. This shows an info peak at 1.7 MHz,

which is the difference of the reference and echo signal frequency. The DFS is 2 MHz minus
the info peak frequency, which is +300 kHz. A positive DFS indicates the object is moving
toward to the radar. The figure also shows the power of the info peak changes from -45.9 dBm
to -20.9 dBm when the electrical phase shifter was adjusted to increase the echo signal phase
difference from 5° to 120°. Note the info peak in Fig. 6(a) is more than 50 dB above the system
noise floor even for a small echo signal phase difference of 5°. Hence, the noise present in the
system has negligible effect on the info peak power and consequently the AOA measurement
accuracy. The info peak power was measured on the ESA for a 0° to 180° echo signal phase
difference. Figure 7(a) shows the info peak power increases as the echo signal phase difference
increases. An excellent agreement between the measured normalized info peak power and the
theoretical prediction obtained from Eq. (7) can be seen. Assuming the two antennas in the actual
system have a half wavelength separation, i.e. d in Fig. 1 is λ/2 where λ is the wavelength of the
echo signal. Under this condition, the relationship between the echo signal AOA ϕ and phase
difference θ is given by [10]

ϕ = sin−1
(
θ

π

)
(9)
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup of the proposed photonics-based system for DFS and AOA
measurement.

The estimated AOA of the echo signal can be obtained based on the measured and simulated
normalized info peak power, and is shown in Fig. 7(b). The result shows there are less than ±1°
errors in a 0° to 90° AOA measurement range. In the ideal case, the info peak is fully eliminated
at 0° echo signal phase difference. However, in practice, due to slight amplitude and phase
imbalance of the signals into the two DDMZM RF input ports, the normalized info peak power is
around -40 dB at 0° phase difference.

Fig. 6. Measured system output electrical spectrum for a 15GHz+ 300 kHz echo signal
into the two input RF ports of the DDMZM having (a) a 5° and (b) a 120° phase difference.

The echo signal frequency was changed from 15 GHz+ 300 kHz to 15 GHz - 300 kHz. Figure 8
depicts the system output electrical spectrum. In this case, the info peak is appeared at 2.3 MHz,
which is larger than 2 MHz. Therefore, the DFS is -300 kHz. A negative DFS indicates the
object is moving away from the radar. As shown in Fig. 8 that the power of the info peak is
-46.3 dBm and -20.8 dBm for a 5° and 120° echo signal phase difference respectively, which are
similar to that shown in Fig. 6 when the DFS is +300 kHz. It can be seen from Figs. 6 and 8
that the info peak is more than 50 dB above the noise floor for a 5° and 120° echo signal phase
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Fig. 7. (a) Measured (purple square) and simulated (sold line) normalized info peak power
for a 0° to 180° echo signal phase difference. (b) Estimated AOA versus actual AOA (purple
square) and corresponding error (red circle).

difference. The figures also show there is no unwanted frequency component. This is because the
echo signal frequency is 15 GHz ± 300 kHz and hence the unwanted frequency component due
to beating of the second order reference and echo signal sidebands at the photodetector is located
at 3.4 MHz. This is outside the possible info peak frequency range of 1 to 3 MHz. Hence, the
unwanted frequency component can be neglected.

Fig. 8. Measured system output electrical spectrum for a 15GHz - 300 kHz echo signal
into the two input RF ports of the DDMZM having (a) a 5° and (b) a 120° phase difference.

Finally, the echo signal phase difference was fixed at 120° while the echo signal frequency
was changed from 15 GHz - 100 kHz to 15 GHz+ 100 kHz in a step of 10 kHz. The info peak
frequency was measured on the ESA with a setting of 10 Hz resolution bandwidth, 10 Hz video
bandwidth and 100 kHz span. Figure 9 shows the DFS measurement errors are within ±0.2 Hz.
Therefore, using the proposed photonics-based system to measure the DFS and the AOA of an
echo signal, the velocity of an object can be estimated with less than ±4× 10−3 m/s errors for a
60° radar antenna elevation angle.
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Fig. 9. Measured DFS (purple square) and corresponding error (red circle) for a 15GHz
echo signal with a frequency offset within ±100 kHz.

5. Conclusion

A new photonics-based DFS and AOA measurement system has been presented. It has a very
simple structure, which is the same as a fiber optic link formed by a laser, an optical modulator
and a photodetector. The system output electrical spectrum has a low-frequency info peak. The
object location, speed and moving direction can be obtained based on the frequency and the power
of the info peak measured on a low-frequency ESA. The system performance has been analyzed
in relation to the reference signal amplitude and frequency. Experiments have been conducted
to verify the proposed system. Results have been presented that demonstrate both positive and
negative DFS can be measured on an ESA with less than ±0.2 Hz measurement errors for a
15 GHz echo signal with a frequency offset of ±100 kHz. Results also demonstrated an AOA
measurement range from 0° to 90° with less than ±1° errors. The new photonics-based system
provides a simple, low-cost, and robust DFS and AOA measurement solution, which overcomes
the drawbacks of the reported structures, enabling it to be used for defense applications.
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